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Creating a Poll Transcript

Here is how easy it is to make a poll using Polldaddy. Simply log into dashboard and click on the big blue Create a new drop down and select poll. Type in your poll question and then input your answer options.

Notice that if you choose to leave a space blank that answer will be deleted from the poll. Next we are going to choose to make our poll public. We are going to set the poll to not accept multiple selections. We want to randomize the order each time a new participant sees the poll and we will disallow participants to enter their own answer.

Next we are going to select our poll style. There is lots to choose from but we are going to select plain white because it matches our site nicely. We are going to select the poll size to medium, and then we will look at some poll options we will keep it open indefinitely we won’t be setting a language pack, we will allow the participants to see the results, allow multiple votes, disallow comments and we will allow the poll to be shared.

Next we will click on Create Poll button which will take us to embedding options. Notice that there is lots to choose from. We are going to select the WordPress short code option. All we need to do is to copy that short code, create a new post in our WordPress site paste in the short code and click on publish.

Simply view your post to vote in the poll. Now that is as easy as pie.